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"Time is passing. Yet, for the United States of America, there will be no forgetting September the 11th
fire and the ash, the last phone calls, the funerals of the children. "
George W. Bush
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thing for the College now, is to get
the students up to Alaska who are
willing to help because they will be
the next ones working, on the
research in the future," he said.
"We need all the help we can get,
all of the opinions we can get, and
all of the combined minds to figure
these patterns out."

exposed due to the recession of the
glaciers.
However, with continued financial
support of their program they hope
to be able to piece together the patterns of temperature variations, as
people all over the globe are
attempting to do as well. Wiles
believes that "the most important
... ....... .
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all the help
Glacier
Bay;
we can get, all of the
Ala., is an optimal
spot to conduct opinions we can get,
this research and
and all of the comfurther develop
the
tree ring bined minds to Figure
chronology these
patterns out."
because pthe ice
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Professor of Geology Greg Wiles
has recently received a grant from
the National Science Foundation,
which will allow him to continue his
ongoing research of global climate
change through the study of tree
rings in Glacier Bay National Park
and Preserve in Alaska.
This
research, done in collaboration with
the U.S. Army, Columbia University,
and the National Park Service, aims
to establish a more detailed tree ring
chronology, specifically focusing on
patterns of tem
perature, change
"We need
in the past.

"The grant actually kind of came
too late, we just went to Alaska this
past summer and did most of the
work," comments Wiles.
Yet there is still a lot of work to
be done. He expects that it will take
at least 20 years of work, recording
and research to document all of the
trees that have recently been

.

t

terns for "5,000 to 6,000 years ago,
maybe even 8,000."
The purpose of all of this
research reaches out globally in an
attempt to understand the warming
of our planet; "You can't really say
we Tiumans
are causing climate
change now unless you understand
how the climate naturally changes,"
explains Wiles. There are natural
ups and downs in temperature that
have been recorded in the past, and'
even now we know that the "whole
world isn't warming uniformly, and
that there are some places that are
actually cooling now," noted Wiles.
Taking the
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Emily Timmerman
Voice Staff

exposed trees
into account
and
adding
them into the
tree data
this "will allow
for a more
detailed
and
more complete
record of tem.

there has recently
Greg Wiles perature varireceded
about
120 kilometers,
Professor of Geology ability.
Wiles
has
exposing thou- sands of logs that
received simi-l- ar
had been previously inaccessible .
grants in the past to help fund
under the ice. These logs can be
his research in Alaska, so while the
incorporated in the tree census and
$93,000 grant from the National
Science Foundation was much apprehopefully will help piece together
the past temperature trends of this
ciated and much needed, it was not
area. Wiles comments that through
the first of its kind. This grant also
their previous study of the tree
allows for eight students from
rings they have established a sound
Wooster to be able to assist in the
idea in terms of temperature patresearch both in Alaska and here, on
terns "of what went on over the last campus in labs, and help them fur1,500 years," but with the new trees
ther their understanding of this
that have been exposed it might be field and in developing their senior
possible to establish temperate pat
Independent Study project.
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Professor Greg Wiles has received an NSF grant to continue his research on global climate change in Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve in Alaska (Photo by Maureen Sill).

College begins search for a new provost to take office
Shila Garg is currently filling the position as interim provost
President Cornwell and Search
Consultant Dr. Tobie van der Vorm,
of Academic Search Inc., lead the
search committee. Van der Vorm
previously assisted the College during its search for a president in the
2006-200- 7
academic year.
The search committee has met collectively three times, with the latest
meeting being held today. The
group is in the process of collecting
applications for the position of the
provost. According to a statement
released May 22, the search committee gathered applications from
on the faculty and
friends of the College, advertisements, national education officials
and candidates recommended by van
der Vorm.
Next, the committee plans to narrow the candidate pool by late
October or early November.
The top candidates will be
brought to campus early in the
spring semester. During these visits,
students, faculty and staff will be

in a statement to the campus community issued July 31, a provost at
The College of Wooster must fulfill

Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Senior Staff Writer
The College of Wooster is in the
midst of a search for a provost.
The Office of the provost is a new
position, created during a period of
administrative restructuring.
The
position of Vice President for
Academic AfFairs, previously Held by
Iain Crawford, has been recreated,
and the Dean of Faculty position has
been separated into two offices. The
Dean for Curriculum and Academic
Engagement, now Professor of
Philosophy Henry Kreuzman, is
responsible for student academic
development, as well as working
with the faculty and Class Deans to
.develop curriculum.
The new Dean for Faculty
n,
is Heather
Development
who will work closely with
faculty to provide opportunities for
scholarship and furthering teaching
abilities.
According to President Cornwell

many tasks. He states that a good
provost must administer to the needs
of the faculty, understand and promote the College's mission and
"know first-hathe interwoven
joys and difficulties of research and
scholarship."
Additional duties, described in the
official position , announcement,
include promoting both traditional
and contemporary ideologies of liberal education, developing curriculum and resources and overseeing
multiple
administrative offices,
including the newly-formDean
for Faculty Development and Dean
for Curriculum and Academic
Engagement.
The newly formed
Office of the Vice Provost for
Diversity and Global Engagement,
when filled, will also assist the Office
of the Provost.
The search for a provost began in
late May, when a search committee
nd
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Interim Provost
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Photo courtesy OPI
of faculty, administrative staff, one
student and one trustee were
appointed.
Dean of the Faculty Shila Garg is
currently serving as the campus's
Interim provost.
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invited to participate and interact
with candidates. Student representative and Student Government
Association President Alexander Jue
'10 hopes students will actively participate in the last stages of candidates for a provost.
"Students need to know what's
going on outside of their academics," he said. The committee will
incorporate campus feedback after
each visit into the final decisionmaking process, and they are scheduled to complete the search by the
conclusion of the spring semester.
Feedback during the search project is both welcomed and encouraged.
Questions, comments or
potential candidates can be forwarded to van der Vorm's
(pvtacademic-search.org).
In
addition, the committee has established a blog to post updates and
solicit feedback.
The "Provost
Search" blog can be found at
e-m- ail

http:

provost search. scot blogs.

wooster.edu.

Author Tracy Kidder addresses the Wooster community
Prize-winni-

Andrew Voge!
Editor in Chief
Writing about the accomplishments
of an extraordinary and selfless doctor
shouldn't be too difficult for many
authors. However, as Tracy Kidder
revealed to the Wooster campus this
week, writing about Dr. Paul Farmer
was a little intimidating for the Pulitzer

Kidder is the author of "Mountains
Beyond Mountains." As part of what
has now become a tradition, the book
was selected as required reading for
this year's incoming first-ye- ar
class.

Many

were required to
write essay responses to the book as
Seminar. This
part of their First-Ye- ar
past Wednesday, Kidder gave a lecture-

News
Viewpoints

rium. Kidder's lecture opened the 2009
Wooster Forum series.

"Mountains' Beyond Mountains"
gives perspective into two global pandemics
tuberculosis and AIDS. This
perspective is given through the eyes of

.first-yea- rs

-

Farmer,

an

accomplished

doctor,

Harvard professor, infectious-diseas- e
specialist and anthropologist. Kidder
reveals that Farmer's goal is to treat
infectious diseases and bring medicine
to those individuals in poor and developing countries.
Kidder opened the lecture by sharing
what gave Farmer his drive. Kidder
shared a conversation he'd had with
Farmer early on. While Farmer was

worked there for a year. Farmer asked
the doctor if it would be difficult to
leave. The doctor replied, "No, I'm

going home."
Farmer's conversation

as a young

See "Forum," page 2
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Gillian Daniels explores the

recent merge' between the
Disney and Marvel corpora- tions. See page 3 to read the
full viewpoint.
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to view a collection of phod
tos of the new
Farmers' Market in downtown
Wooster. See page 4.
year-roun-
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See page 3 to read more.
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Sports

An event that started small,

Covers has rapidly gained
momentum in the past few
years. Katherine Schiller
discusses its rise. See page
6 to

V

still in medical school at Duke, he visited Haiti. Farmer explained that there
was an American doctor who had

Laney Austin warns students
against the dangers of stealing from Mom's Truck Stop.

Features
Arts & Entertainment

in McGaw Chapel to an audience of
faculty, students and community members that nearly filled the entire audito-

author.

ng

read more.

Womens' soccer remains
unbeaten after three games
on the road to start the 2009
season. See page 7 to read
the full article.
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Allana

MORTELL

EMILY RYAN

Forum Series presents author Tracy Kidder
CAMPUS

T7

Forum

McGaw to broadcast
national radio show

.

continued from page I

The nationally syndicated radio
program "Whad'Ya Know?" will be
broadcasting from McGaw Chapel
tomorrow.
The show, hosted by
Michael Feldman, is an entertain
ment program that includes commentary and trivia on the news of
the day as well as regular humor features. Students can purchase tickets
for the live show at the Florence O.
Wilson Bookstore for $20, or tune in
to 89.3 FM (WKRW) at U a.m. for
the show.

LOCAL
Rise in motor vehicle

medical student shaped the trajectory of
his medical career. Farmer believed it

wasn't enough to simply say, "Were
American." More importantly, Farmer
believed we should look at one another
as human beings, not simply Americans.
Farmer later founded his own hospitals in Haiti that specialized in treating
tuberculosis and AIDS patients.
Farmer's goal subsequently became to
bring medicine to those who needed it
most. Farmer has founded his own public charity, Partners in Health, to do
exactly this. Farmer's entire career has
been driven by a need to help those in
need. Farmer's travels have taken him
to Haiti, Peru, Cuba and Russia.
Kidder claimed that while Farmer

more time in
Rwanda
Haiti,
and coach class
airplanes than he
does in Boston
with his family."
said
Kidder
that what made
Farmer's career
more
even
remarkable was
that he wasn t
those
one of
workaholics who
loved to be miser
able. "He's not
one of those dour
people. He does
n't like all the
sacrifices he has
to make, but he
makes them," he

"

'
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theft in City Of WOOSter

his drive has caused him to be a tire- less worker.. "His life looks hard to

Wooster Chief of Police Steve
Glick stated on Tuesday that there
have been 252 reported thefts from
motor vehicles this year, compared to
the 243 this time in 2008. Police
reports indicate that the
part of the city has the
worst theft from motor vehicle rates,
though these are not limited to one
location and can be as high as five in
one night.
Glick told The Daily Record he
was aware of the increase, but could
not say what measures would be
taken to combat the issue. Rather, he
urged residents of Wooster to take
precautions such as hiding valuables
in the trunk while away.
middle-to-northe-

"It's not the
notion that we in
the wealthy countries have directly
created the
world's poverty.
It's that our
wealth and luxu-

rn

said

of
Farmer's quali

ties created a
problem for him
while he was
writing the book.
He saw Farmer
as
almost too
perfect and self- sacrificing,
!
knew that if
followed this guy
around, rd feel Pulitzer Prize-winnin- g
author Tracy Kidder speaks to an audience in McGaw
intimidated," he Chapel about the inspiration behind his work (Photo by Hayet Rida).
revealed.
Kidder also spoke on the "problem just a literary problem. It makes us the wealthy countries have directly creof goodness," a theme, which he think about things we'd rather not ated the world's poverty. It's that our
focused on in the book. One the one
think about," he said.
to
wealth and luxuries have" come
Kidder admitted that in writing the
hand, Kidder said that "it almost
some point at their expense."
book, lie himself had to wrestle with
seemed like I was writing a Hallmark
While Farmer's story is both upliftcard."
many issues that lie would rather not
ing and sobering at the same time,
think about. Traveling the third world
However, Kidder said there was a
Kidder did claim that there is an overbigger problem. Covering a man as with Farmer, Kidder saw abject poverty
riding message to take, away from
d.
Kidder confessed that it was
selfless and altruistic as Farmer
Farmer's works. "One point from
hard to travel with Farmer and not feel
makes normal readers feel uncomFarmer's story is the example he's set.
a tinge of guilt that we're not doing
fortable and guilty.
One small group can, in fact, change
"The problem of goodness isn't enough. "It's not the notion that we in the world."

-
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ries have come to
some point at

their expense."

NATIONAL

Tracy Kidder
Author

Hurricane Fred
increases in strength

first-han-

me," said Kidder.

"He has fancy credentials, he's
written four books, but he spends

Hurricane Fred strengthened to a
Category 2 storm in the Atlantic on
Wednesday.
The National Hurricane Center
stated that Fred would keep to the
. eastern Atlantic, far from the U$..oil
,,and. gas pperations in the Gulf of
Mexico.
Fred is the second hurricane of the
2009 Atlantic season. This hurricane
basin
season, the Atlantic-Caribbeendured five tropical storms and one
other hurricane besides Fred with
minimal damage.

Textbooks available for learning-disableRyan Thomas
Voice Staff

.

an

it tends to mean different
for different people. For
er
some, it's the season of football,
and Halloween. For others, it
means replacing summer pool parties and adequate amounts of rest
with classes and professors. Still,
others have the simple fear of getting their textbooks on time. It may
seem irrational and even a bit nerdy,
but for many students with disabilisuch as blindness or dyslexia
ties
it is a grim reality.
Fall
things

hot-cid-

WORLD

Plane hijacked in
Mexico lands safely

'

Kidder
all
that

As of press time, a Bolivian
national is being held in custody for
hijacking a Boeing 737 Aeromexico
jet in Cancun Mexico. The hijacking
took place at 1:40 p.m. and the plane
was landed safely in Mexico City, its
original destination. During the
flight, tn"e hijacker threatened to
blow up the plane if he was unable
to speak with Mexico's President
Felipe Calder6n. A number of passengers described the incident as
fairly peaceful.

It's not as if it is impossible for
colleges to get the learning-disable- d
students the books they need.
As Gina Maffei, the Senior
Account Manager at Widmeyer
Communications stated, "While disability services on' campus work to
get the proper textbook format, the
process can be lengthy, and students
may fall behind in their coursework."
Why is it so difficult to get reformatted textbooks for the students
who need them? Colleges must first
search out the publishing company,
for an electronic copy of the text. If
the publisher has this electronic copy,
the College has to then transfer the

students

d

file to a readable format for the' disabled students. Otherwise, the col-

lege has to wait for weeks before it
can even begin electronically converting the text. And for each new
text, the process must start from the
beginning, even if the publisher is
the same.
However, Maffei believes there
may be a light at the end of the tunnel. F.ight major college textbook
publishers have partnered with the
Alternative Media Access Center,
spending over $1 million to create a
national online database known as
the AccessTcxt Network. The site
on Aug. 24 and claims to
went

"put you in a direct, streamlined publisher relationship like never before"
for an annual fee of around $500. So
far, the Center has kept its promise.
Files are not only electronic, but also
the server only requires a one-tiverification for all files, regardless of
publisher, allowing colleges to save
both time and money. As an added
bonus, colleges will be able to share
their reformatted texts with peer
institutions as early as this coming
spring.
There are currently over 400 beta
members and 900 interested institutions coming from at least 46 differ;
ent states.
.

me

t

First Soup and Bread of the year takes place in .lackey

The first Soup and
Bread of the year
took place this past
Tuesday, Sept. 8 in
Mackey Hall. The
event ran from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. and
was entirely organized by students.
Unlike in previous
years, this year's
Soup and Bread is
entirely staffed by
volunteers and students are able to
serve themselves.

Lobbyists recommend
reduction in emissions

'X

X

The Climate Change Committee,
London's official climate change
advisors, said that Great Britain may
need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 90 percent by 2050 to compensate for the growth of the aviation industry.
The CCC also claims that global
aviation could account for 1
percent of all greenhouse gases if the
industry's growth is not monitored.
David Kennedy, CCC's chief executive, stated they began searching
for a way to cap the aviation indus
try's growth "that would not require
people to fly less than today, but
would constrain aviation emissions
growth going forward."
Suggestions by the CCC to reduce
aviation emissions include the use of
biofuels, the use of new technology,
and the use of "emission permits."
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Bites cdmpiled by Charles Horenstein

and Jonah

Comstock

While we strive for excellence every
week, we, too, sometimes fall short.
Please send your corrections
Foicewooster.edu,

to

Mall

Everyone involved in

the

program, was
very happy with the
turnout this week

;

"
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attendee's
"described
it' cs
i

"packed" (Photo by

j Taylor Keegan).

Check out The Voice's
brand new Web site

Show off your investigative
skills! Become a writer for the
News section of the Voice!
E-m- ail

77'Mhowoostorvoico.com

Allana Mortell and Emily Ryan at

voicenewswooster.edu
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military don't sic start wars.
Politicians start wars," the American

5
.
.

writing in response to the article "We deserve more than a tool shed,"

once
said. And he is absolutely correct.
In the wars of

pub-

lished Sept. 4.

('07-'08-
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anastasiawallace

look to your left and see a variety of
snacks staring at you from "the shelves.
You think about
how a big bag of
cheddar Chex Mix

would taste and
before you know it,
vour hand is reach- J ing out and grab
laneyaustln
bing it. You walk
from the
away
long line, ditching your much anticipated coffee, and head for the nearest exit
Whether you know it or not, you have
just committed an act of theft.
1

Like many colleges across the nation,
Wooster is dealing with a rise in stealing. One of the most common examples were students having their books
stolen at the end of last semester, rendering them unable to sell them back
for a partial refund. Students are also

getting away with taking large items,
like desks and dressers. Bissman alone
had over $20,000 dollars of stolen furniture just last year. But where does the
College see one of the biggest areas of
concern? Mom's Truck Stop.
Many students see exposed snacks
and take them without paying for them.
Not only is this stealing, but it also
makes it difficult for the people working
there to keep track of inventory for
that month. Although threats until now
may seem empty, if theft at Mom's continues to occur, the College will shut
the establishment down for good. Even

name with an incident yet,

'

I was

severe enough to keep me from going
abroad this semester. Not only did I create issues for the school and security,
but also the people working to serve the
rowdy crew of students.
I recently had the opportunity to
spend some time volunteering with the
,

Mom's crew. From the moment I got
there to the moment I left, we were constantly in motion doing things to make
your experience better. Whether it was
the fridges or preparing
quesadillas, the employees at Mom's
have their routine down to a science.
Their job is hard enough and having to
patrol the snacks to make sure kids
aren't stealing is too much to ask. So to
Connie and the Mom's crew, this is to
ing

you. I am sorry.
Hopefully the next time you find
yourself in line at Mom's and that
chocolate bar is calling your name,
you'll keep your hands to yourself and
cough up 60 cents in flex dollars. Not
only will it keep you out of trouble, but
it will also make things easier for people
serving you. After what they've had to
put up with, they deserve it.
This is Laney Austin'sfirst editorial for the
Voice. She can be reached for comment at

LAustinllxuooster.edu.
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numerous

your peers, screaming and chanting,
holding your signs, think about what
the soldiers go through. How many of
them are scarred on the outside as well
as the inside when they come home?

lives have been taken and who have
paid a larger price than any protester
will ever know, is wrong.

The present

wars in Iraq and

Afghanistan have been a central issue of
many debates and elections. Ever since
the beginning, protesters have zeroed
in on this war. While more peaceful

than the Vietnam protests, today's
protests still have an
or
anti-troair. In London one group of
protesters had signs that read 'Thank
God for dead soldiers"; another protest
in Times Square in New York was
graced with banners of the anti-tromessage reading "Fk the troops".
Protesters have their purpose and
have the right to express any views
anti-milita- ry

op

what
Step into a soldier's shoes
would you do if you were placed in a
foreign land where they hate you?
Would you want to come home and
have your own country hate you too?
It is not a protesters' role to punish
soldiers. Going through war in any way
is truly enough of an ordeal. If one is
going to hate a war, hate those who put

the soldiers there, not the soldiers
themselves. They are simply following
orders so that we can have the simple
rights we take for granted every day of
our lives.

op

mid-OO-

in "shenanigans" at Mom's
recently. No, I'm not a klepto, but the
punishment that I faced was almost

t

"baby-killers-

As GM has proven, corporations are
like empires: they rise and fall. Since
s,
I've thought of Disney as
the

involved

re-stock-

;

This is Anastasia Wallaces first editorial
the Voice. She can be reachedfor comment at A Wallace 12wooster.edu.

for

Disney Marvel merge might be good

'

that last statement may seem like an
empty threat, but trust me, I can say
from personal experience
it is not.
who
haven't
For those of you
placed
a

of protesters. Having watched this
event live on television, First Class
Petty Officer Ronald Wallace recalls
how the men had been spit and yelled
at; specifically being called
."
It is one thing to protest the
war itself, but to blame those whose

and
protests
Groups of people line
up along streets or outside government
buildings holding their signs and chanting little ditties; the majority of them
are young students who feel the need to
protest the ugly thing that is war.
It is not my way to bash any person's beliefs or values on something so
big an issue as war. Being against war
is a good thing; no one should enjoy
the idea of killing people. Protesting
these killings is also a good thing. But
seeing a soldier, who fights for those
they have never seen, being bashed
and slandered, is disgusting.
In the Vietnam conflict protesters
went too far on airport tarmac in San

at Mom 's adds up

As you wait in the endless line at
Mom's for your daily cup of coffee,
something shiny catches your eye. You

American rights that allow protesters
to do the things they do. Would it be so
much to ask that the soldiers come
home to welcomes, not curses? Before
going out and standing in that line of

demonstrations.

- Roger Klein, '11

Theft

Francisco. The disabled soldiers had to
make their way from the plane to the
terminal. Lining their path were tons

and Afghanistan,
there have been

)?

!

they choose, but don't forget that a soldier died for that right. Every day soldiers defend the American ideal and the

recent
years,
including both
the Vietnam conflict and the War
on Terror in Iraq

In my three years at The College of Wooster, I have lived in the Annex, Bissma,
and Wagner. What I have found, is that almost anyone will tell you that, in reality,
the physical condition of the building has minimal impact on the overall quality of
life. As a former Annexer
),
as we like to call ourselves, I crack jokes about
its dilapidated appearance frequently. However, the community built inside those
peeling walls was as good as any underclassman could hope for.
Interestingly, there is no shortage of Resident Assistants who desire to live in
the Annex
to the contrary, before it was announced that the Annex would be
closing, there were more RAs who put the Annex as their number one choice than
there were assignments in the Annex. Why? Because RAs know that every year,
the residents of the Annex become an inseparable community, which is fun for
both' RAs and residents. How many times have you seen a "Viva la Lounge" shirt
('08-0around? Or a "You know you're an Annexer" shirt ('07-08More than
any other dorms' shirt, even though the Annex sports fewer than 50 residents.
I can assure you 90 percent of the residents of the Annex were not "dreading to
retire" to our rooms, and that 90 percent of residents were proud to call the Annex
home. None of us actually saw cockroaches (though they exist in the castle-lik- e
Holden hall the author refers to) and had no fear of collapse during storms.
Additionally, I'm not quite sure what adhesives the writer was using to mount her.
posters, but I certainly never had any problems with inches of plaster crumbing.
Suffer? Yeah right. We wouldn't have it any other way.
Year after year, the Annex builds a strong, lasting community that provides an
excellent trahsition to college life. So what if the physical condition of the building is lacking? (The Annex does have the new wooden furniture, and the bathrooms and carpet are as nice or nicer than most other dorms.) I believe I speak for
almost every former Holden Annex resident when I say: 'long Live the Annex!"
9)
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Francisco. A Med-Fligcoming in
from Hawaii, full of soldiers, most of
whom had been drafted, landed in San
ht,

general William Westmoreland

Dear Editor,
I am

1

Protest the war, not the soldiers

C-318-

263-259-

three

ridiculous.
Most restaunathancomstock
rants will give
you a glass of
ice water for free, especially when
you are already ordering food. Here
in the United States, it's a standard
practice. But downstairs at Lowry
you either buy a bottle or you go
thirsty. And sometimes you don't
even have that choice.
The other day I tried to buy a bottle of water and they were out. Yet
they still refused to give or even sell
me an empty cup so I could take it to
the drinking fountain and fill it up

Features Editor

Ashley Farrar, Chief Copy Editor

1

myself. Apparently the common
packaging it and keeping it refrigeratcourtesy of providing free water is ed leaves an enormous carbon foot.too expensive.
print, and many environmentally conStudents currently pay $43,900 scious folks oppose it on principle. For
dollars for tuition, room, and board. a school that prides itself on its green
Shouldn't something as basic as initiatives, forcing students to support
water be included?
this industry seems hypocritical to say
the least.
This is a, bad idea for several reasons. First, it's not healthy. According
Finally, it's no secret that many stuto the Institute of Medicine, people dents visit Mom's midway through a
should drink 9 to 13 cups of water a night of partaking in, shall we say,
day. Most students don't even come
adult beverages. Keeping oneself
close to this, and having to spend
hydrated is especially important when
one has been drinking. Kids are going
$1.50 on a bottle of water isn't going
to encourage them to start
to drink
espeshouldn't we make it easy
cially when the same price will get
for them to do it as safely as possible?
them a much tastier soda, coffee or
Water is the oldest and best drink
in the world. Let's keep it freely
energy drink. These alternative
drinks always seem to be available.
available.
Not only are these options less healthful, but they actual dehydrate you.
Nathan Comstock is a regular contributor
to the Voice. She can be reached for comSecond, bottled water is incredibly
bad for the environment. Shipping it,
ment at NComstocklOwooster.edu.

weeks. However,
their new policy
is
on
water

Editor
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Water should always befree at Mom 's
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gilliandaniels

an
in
empire
decline.
Disney
will survive anoth-

er

day, though. So
will its new purchase,
Marvel

Entertainment.
Some comic book
fans may be furi-

ous, but it's far wiser to embrace the
change than fight it.
Saying this, I doubt that even a giant
like Disney is going to change the practices of Marvel too much. It certainly
won't force the company to produce
fare at the level of Disney comics.
If it does, and fellow fans complain
about a lack of
hardcore
material, remember that Marvel
already had the Punisher meet the
characters of Archie comics in a mid-9crossover. Marvel wants to appeal
to certain audiences, too; at least
Disney is a master at
My childhood was in the 90s when
Disney was pleasing audiences left and
right. Cartoon scholars will giddily
describe this period as an Animation
Renaissance, with films like "Beauty
and the Beast" (1991) and The Lion
G-rat-

so-call-

ed

ed
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mass-appe-

al.

King" (1994).
Then I hit my early teens and Disney
movies lost their appeal. Besides a passing fascination with "Mulan" (1998), I
had largely written off Disney as an

evil corporation. I'm sorry to say this
had nothing to do with the alleged

human rights violations regarding
merchandise facDisney's third-world

tories, which have hopefully been rectified. At 12, 1 had simply deemed myself
too cool for what I considered "mainstream."
Comics were still neat, though.
Comic books, like poems, didn't take
very long to read and were written by

minority to be read by a minority.
Comics, unlike my old favorites of
"Lion King" and "Peter Pan," felt like
a

they belonged to me.
Like Disney, however, Marvel
comics works with iconic characters.
These characters resonate with the
audience in a different way than
Disney's broad, handsome heroes and
princesses. You don't
have to dive very deeply into
to find a metaphor for bigotry, nor
actually be insane to value the antics
of Deadpool. Marvel has an edge for
early teens because it deals in comics
:
about outsiders.
My blind worship of Marvel was
short-live- d,
though. Despite some
unique characters, Marvel followed (or
the grand tradition of
follows)
American comics: keep storylines at the
status quo. The Hulk will never find a
permanent cure to his greenness and
the Punisher, despite some silly adventures in Riverdale, will never find
peace. Even Peter Parker and Mary
Janes' marriage was written out of
good-natur-

ed

X-M-

eri

,

continuity in a 2007 storyline, a misguided attempt by Joe Quesada and
others to appeal to fans who want to
see Spider-Ma- n
as a young, swinging
single (Pun woefully unintended).
Disney may have a pretty monochromatic concept of good versus evil
(or good talking lion vs. bad talking
lion), but Marvel has a difficult time
moving its characters forward.
It's my hope that Disney might
force Marvel to polish up Its work.
Disney's Peter Pan might never grow
up, but maybe someone could send a
memo to Quesada, if he's not too busy
rolling in money: "Let Peter Parker
become an adult and stay that way."
On that note, Disney could be looking for the "outsider" appeal that
attracts young teens in droves.
Marvel's presence might just influence Disney to produce high quality
entertainment for teenager and adult
superherosci-f- i enthusiasts.
Watching one company absorb
another doesn't mean we should
mourn our childhoods or our comic
book characters. Maybe all child and
adolescent entertainment is eventually
meant to blur together into something
as idealic as human nostalgia. Seeing
Deadpool in an upcoming sequel to
Kingdom Hearts would be a nice
bonus, though.
,

Gillian Daniels is a regubr contributor to
the Voice. She can be reached for comment
at GDanielslOwooster.edu.

Lowry food: What am I missing?

save money.

There is more to the dining experience, however, than just food. When I
eat dinner, I like to relax and talk.
During Lowry's busiest hours, I feel
like I cannot hang around because I

hours and to clear dishes away them
selves when they are done eating.
McNeil says that, this year, he swipes in
around 1,100 people during Lowry's
busiest hour, as opposed to approximately 800 last year. On the other hand,
I have only encountered crowds around
noon and 6 p.m. (right after many
sports practices are over). I have eaten
comfortably at 1 p.m. and 7 p.m.
In these harsh economic times, it is
understandable that cutbacks need to be
made. But it seems to me that the
College still manages to provide its students with decent meal options.

Kittredge Hall was the "No Fry
Zone," known for healthy food. It only
seated 320 people. Soup and Bread, a

need to make space for the next group
of people to sit down. Ken McNeil, a
Lowry staffer, asks students not to

the Voice. She can be reached for com- -

The first week of school, after all the
upperclassmen had returned, the line
to get into Lowry Dining Hall extend
ed far into the
mailroom. I gave
up and went to
--N.
Mom's Truck Stop
instead. Kittredge
Hall, a smaller
cafeteria that also
carolynfado
had smaller lines,
sounded great, but I have never eaten
there. I am a freshman, and Kittredge
closed last year so the College could

part of their meal swipe to charity, was
housed there.
But is Kittredge really worth the
added cost? I would hate to have to pay
even more for my board. Besides, many

of Kittredge's services are now available in other locations. Soup and Bread
'
has moved to Mackey Hall. Lowry has
several healthy and veganvegetarian
options.

This is Carolyn Fado's first editorialfor
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Muslims and Jews celebrate religious events
Ramadan and Sabbath come alive at the College
Nathan Comstock
Voice Staff
This afternoon and evening, students from all religious backgrounds
will have a chance to try something
different.
The Office of Interfaith Campus.
Ministries, along with the Muslim
Students
Association,
the
Ambassador's program and Hillel, is
hosting an Interfaith Fast Event in
celebration of the Jewish Sabbath and
the Muslim festival of Ramadan.
Ramadan is a sacred month of the
Muslim calendar during which a number of special rules are observed.
Most notably, Muslims fast while the
sun is up during Ramadan. When the
sun goes down, they often break their
fast with a large meal. Many Jews also
share a large meal with family or
friends when the sun goes down on
Friday night, marking the beginning
of the Sabbath.
"This is an opportunity for students
to experience, with the Muslim students, what a day of Ramadan fasting

is like," said Rabbi Joan Friedman, faculty advisor for Hillel and one of the
events organizers. "Because the timing is on a Friday, we also have an
opportunity to share a Sabbath meal

The celebration begins earlier in the
day with the panel in Luce multipurpose room, and other events, such as
prayers at 1:30 p.m. in Babcock and
cricket coaching on the Holden Quad,

with them."

will be held.

"For the most part we each do our
own thing," said Friedman, "but we
like to think of ourselves as modeling a way for different faiths to interact in a cooperative way."
"I think it really gives us an opportunity to get an idea of how other
people celebrate religious events,"
said Hillel President Callie McCune
'10, "Having the opportunity to share
my traditions and to learn about
other people's traditions is really
important."
College Chaplain and OICM direchopes lots
tor Linda Morgan-Clemeof students will take 'time to attend
the evenf. "Interfaith events like these
offer a rare opportunity for all members of our campus to respectfully
engage one another about spiritual
and religious topics and practices," she
said. "We expect that these events ...
will be places for practicing careful listening and speaking about an essential
element of the human life."
"Not to mention free food and an
opportunity to meet some cool peo-

After the panel, Friedman will per- form a short
Shabbat service.
"I
it really gives us an
this
Following
to
an idea
service, Jewish
will
students
how
people
wine
the
bless
and bread while
religious events."
the Muslim stuCalue McCune '10
conduct
dents
before-di- n
their
Hillel President
ner
prayers.
Dinner will be
served at 7:45 p.m.
more about Ramadan at a panel disThe event, which has been in the
cussion at 6 p.m. The panel will be led
works
since last year's Interfaith
by MSA members, including Hatyia
conclave,
sprung out of the MSA
Yousuff '12 and Amun Nadeeni '11.
students
to fast with them in
inviting
The students will talk about how different groups celebrate Ramadan, how previous years. The idea for it in this
being on campus effects how they form sprung out of a desire to inteobserve it, and answer any questions grate the different parts of OICM
more fully.
students might have.
Students will have

to learn

a chance

think
opportunity
other

of
get
celebrate

nt

return

for the spring semester.
for this group
The
are Grace Hansen '10 and Val
Spektor'10.
All counselors went through a
training process to prepare them in
various areas such as health, mental
co-coordina-

Struggling with your sexuality?
Feeling confused? Need to talk to
someone you can trust? Then consider the Sexuality Support Network

experienced and understanding people who are ready to help," said
Hansen.
There is not a general meeting
time or place, but if you do decide
that you would want to talk to someone about any problems regarding
your sexuality or
just need a listening ear, you
feel
call
can
the
to.
Wellness Center
at ext. 2319 or
visit them and
for
ask
the
who

tors

(SSN).

This is a student-ru- n
group that is
open to anyone with Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender (LGBT)
issues. Whether it concerns you, a
family member, or friend, someone
will be there to help you.
The Sexuality Support Network
was founded two years ago by Clint

Steinbrunner

"Persons shouldn't
that
there is no one to talk
There are kind, experienced
and understanding people
areready to help."

Steinbrunner,

'08.

t

along with other members of the
Sexuality Support Network wanted a
network for queer persons on campus where they could feel free to discuss issues without fear of being
judged.
This group consists of 10 individuals currently on campus who are
willing to offer their services, including such persons as Nancy Anderson,
Director of the Longbrake Student
Wellness Center, and Mike Malmon-Ber- g,
one of the counselors at the
Wellness Center.
Other members of the group are
currently
but hope to
off-camp-

'

....

Grace Hansen '10
SSN

health,

religion

and transgender

issues.

During their training, they conducted mock counseling sessions to
help them relate to students even
better. This shows that this group is
serious about providing help to those
in need.

"Persons shouldn't feel that there
one to talk to. There are kind,

is no

us

Coordinator
-

Sexuality

Support
Network profile
book. You will be

led to a private
room where you
can view this
book.

This book consists of profiles of
the SSN members, a short history of
their experiences and their specialized area in counseling. You can then
choose who you would like to speak
to and set up a meeting with that
person.
The first meeting is usually held at
the Wellness Center and then subsequent meetings can be held wherever

one desires.
Hansen hopes that the group will
become more known this school year,
as it is a great resource. Few persons
utilized this service and those who
did were recommended by others.
Students are advised not to be
afraid about opening up to the counselors. There is help if you need it.
Hansen also stresses that there are
strict guidelines about confidentiality. There will be no need to worry
about anyone knowing your
'

The Sexuality Support Network is
fairly small group and has thus not
yet been involved in many campus
activities. However, the group was at
.Scot Spirit Day tabling. They hope
that those who took pamphlets will
actually reach out to them.
If you would like to become a
counselor pr learn more about this
group or ifyo"U have any questions,
Hansen
email
at
can
you
She will
ghansenl0wooster.edu.
respond as quickly as possible.
a

If you have any problems regarding
your sexuality or just need a listening
ear, call the Longbrake Wellness
Center at ext. 2319 or visit them and
ask for the Sexuality Support Network
profile book to choose a conselor.

Farmer's Market progresses towards the Fall
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Downtown Wooster's Farmer's Market continues its successful season as the year trangresses into Fall. Above
at left, banana peppers, eggplants and lettuce are on
sale. Below at left, a seller anticipates buyers wanting
radishes, potatoes and other produce. Below, fresh flowers, zucchini, red and yellow peppers are on display for
There is also lettuce being sold at a low
passer-by- s.
price. The Farmer's Market is open each Saturday from
in the northeast and southwest quadrants of
Public Square. The market is an event sponsorsed by
Everything Rubbermaid (Photos by Andrew Collins).
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farquharson

"Ooooh, you're from California,
aye? Wicked awesome, duuuude!"
was the typical and hearty greeting
I

received from just about every person I met in

Belfast,

Northern

Ireland, this
past August.
was fortunate enough
I

'

to join

my

band,
maxglllespie
Los
the
Angeles Scots Pipe Band, and travel
to Northern Ireland and Scotland for
Pipe
the Ulster and World
Championships, respectively. It was
my first time to Northern Ireland,
and only my second time making the
trip to the Worlds.
The Ulster Championships were
held in Newcastle, Northern Ireland
at the foot of the Mourne
Mountains. Newcastle, a coastal city,
definitely fit the typical vision of a
quaint Irish town
pebbly beaches
and a misty gray sea to the east and
green fields and mountains peaking
to the west.
We were the qnly American band
at the contest, and. several of the veteran players I play with knew bandsmen from other groups and intro'
duced me accordingly.
There were seven bands in total in
local
our competing grade-thre- e
Northern Irish bands, including one
from Ireland, a band from Scotland,
and one of our more popular competitors from Australia. We didn't
place very high (although we did beat
out the Aussies and one local band),
but we were very pleased with how
we performed'. The politics and animosities from British piping judges
are a whole other story. ;
Though a modern and lively city,
there is still a slight tension in
Belfast. After decades of fighting
between the Protestant and Catholic
factions, Nationalists (Irish citizens
who want an "Irish" Ireland) and
Loyalists (Irish citizens who prefer i i
British occupation), the dust has yet hi
i
to fully settle.
We were staying at a hotel called
the Park Inn, which is located just
two blocks from the Europa Hotel
which I was informed by locals is
known as the "most bombed hotel in
Europe, and probably the second in
i
the world."
The people we were meeting at the
pubs, young and old, were all interested in our stories of Hollywood
and palm trees; even our accents and
certain phrases were quite humorous
to them.
Talking to some pipers from
Northern Ireland, I learned that the
locals enjoyed having foreign visitors
because it showed their progress aijd
that Belfast has come a long way
from being a violent epicenter for
nationalist strife to a desirable destination as a European city.
At one point I was even accosted
for supporting "Becks" when, I mentioned I was from Los Angele. A
buzz-hairhooligan had been buying rounds for myself and some
other pipers, but at the mention of
"LA" he quickly grew quite agitated.
home

!

ple," added McCune.

Sexuality Support Network lends helping ears
Kacy Ann Cordiel
Voice Staff
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Charles Horenstein

Realizing he as referring to David
Beckham, a fnember of the Los
Angeles Galaty soccer team, I had to
promptly bulin a friendly manner,
affirm that support LA first and
foremost, id that I don't follow
football. Fi fcndly banter can turn to
hostility a ihe drop of one wrong
word in ti. modern pubs and clubs.
Glasgov Scotland is similar to
Belfast, b has a much older and
it. One of the forerun- iron feel
i
of
ners
iustrialized cities in Great
Britain, its certainly one of the most
fes I've visited.
snd found lodgings at the
Cross
dormitories of
University, so I got the
Iperience whilst staying at a
a foreign city. Compared
"suicide singles,"
these Zooms certainly left something
to beilesired.
Wtf were just a short walk to
Saucliehall Street which is one of
the rnain business and shopping
drags of Glasgow.
Jong this street are plenty of
and dance clubs for the Uni stu- ts, little shopping centers, and
ed

i

office
buildings. It is anchored on the south
by the Glasgow Royal Concert
all. Standine on the too of the
Irtment-turned-busine-

1

Campus Sustainability enhances community

Continued frln page 4
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organic local vegetables and the
ongoing "Trayless Lowry" initiative
Managing Editor
associated with Greenhouse.
The Committee for a Sustainable
"In the last batch of statistics for .
Campus, formerly known as the the trayless Lowry movement dated
Environmental Task Force, hopes to Aug. 27, 4 percent of students used
"come up with a grand plan to move trays at breakfast," said Greenhouse
t
the college towards sustainability," President Austin Beer '10.
said
Dr. Susan Clayton, Chair of
"Compare this to the 80 percent
Environmental Studies and
that complained about the thought of
of Campus Sustainability.
trayless Lowry in surveys last year. I
The CSC, created in a Nov. 2008 feel like, more than anything, people
faculty meeting, reports to the were just scared of change."
President and Cabinet once a semesIn addition, lunch serving 1174
ter and to the faculty once a year. customers with only 98 trays in use
Their primary purpose, according to and dinner serving 1366 customers
their charter, is to "gather informawith 109 trays used means only 8
tion in order to make recommendapercent of customers use trays.
tions to other groups, suggest strateThe CSC also hopes to sponsor one
gic directions and facilitate sustain"green" event every semester, in the
able initiatives."
interest of raising student awareness
"This year, we're starting with a of what the Committee does and
committee and have what they as students can do.
clear administrative support and stu
"We're planning to enhance comdent involvement," said Clayton.
munication with all constituencies on
The CSC has worked to support
campus and will be hosting an open
several programs on campus, such as meeting for anyone interested later,
the "Cowabunga" project of gatherthis semester," said Clayton.
ing clothing and household items left
by students each year for Goodwill
For more information regarding CSC,
Industries and Friendtique, the students can contact Clayton at
WooCorp's COW Patch project for
Co-ch-

well-organiz-

Committee
Notable feats of the 2007-200-8
for Sustainability Campus (then known as
the Environmental Task Force)
.i.

Replaced over 500 incandescent light bulbs in Lowry in the
dining room to compact fluorescent light (CFL), saving nearly
700,000 watts oi energy each, day.

-

air

local foods from Moreland Farms,

Great Lakes
Cheese and Sugardale for Family Weekend picnic, with signs
indicating local and "green" foods.
Utilizing

- Utilizing

compostablebiodegradable items for carryout.

reusable mugs, as well as reusable china, plastic and stainless flatware for meals at Mom's Truck Stop and

- Implementing

ed

-

Winter Gala.

biodegradable plates and forks at the President's
Inauguration Picnic Luncheon, as well as local foods and
trash can liners.

- Utilizing

com-postab-

Students attend semester's first outdoor

movie: "Top Gun"

drive-i- n

students join Night
Activities for an outdoor
movie' screening of "Top
Gun." The movie took place
on the Practice Field behind
Lowry Center last Friday
night at 8.
The
outdoor . movie
screen was newly built this
summer by students who
participated In WooCorps
for the outdoor movie
screening of "Talladega
Nights: The Ballad of Ricky
Bobby."
Behind
the
Practice Field, students
relaxed on their own blan
kets or on the lawn.
Free popcorn and other
snacks were provided for
the viewers (Photo by
At left,

etryway staircase,

I could see the
south end of Glasgow, with green-coppdomes and foiling hills in the
far distance.
The World Championships, held
on a rainy August Saturday morning
was also another tense event. 23
bands represented nations from all
over the world, hailing from Canada,
Spain, the United States, Ireland,
Scotland, South Africa, Australia and
New Zealand. Even the Royal Army
of Oman's pipe band competed in
Glasgow that day.
My band didn'j: make it through
the qualifier this year, but we did
have a great time under the stadium-seize- d
beer tent that opened at 11
a.m. Once the final contests are finished in the early afternoon, that's
where all the whd's-wh- o
of tho pipe
band scene ends up to discuss the
results of the day.
er

Max Gillespie' 10 is a History
and is from Venice, California.
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Maureen Sill).
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Tobar engages in Kiwi wildlife, language and culture
While New Zealand is in fact an
g
country, the lan
guage is obvious- ly not the only
that
aspect
defines a culture.
The
language
may be the same,
but the culture '
maytobar
brings an entirely
new vocabulary (with alternate
spellings, as you may see later in this
article). For example, when going on
an overnight trip in New Zealand, you
may be asked to bring along your
"togs" and "runners." People
may greet you with, "Kia ,Ora," and
exclaim, "Sweet as!" if you tell them
an exciting story.
It takes a bit of time to become
accustomed to the new vocabulary, but
you soon learn that if- someone says,
"sweet as," they are in fact not complimenting your backside, but simply
inferring that your story is "cool" or
"awesome." Jandals are sandals, togs
are bathing suits, and runners are
sneakers. Kia Ora is a greeting used in
the language of the native New
Zealand people, the Maori. The Maori
culture is extremely prominent in
New Zealand, and as a result their language becomes a part of everyday
speech in the country.
In addition to language and vocabulary, there are small aspects of the culture in New Zealand that are quite different than in the States. First, they
drive on the left side of the road.
Because they drive on the left hand
side of thcroad, they walk on the left
hand side of the sidewalks, walk in the
left doors of buildings and walk up
the stairs on the left side. When crossing a street, I still have to remind
myself to look to the right first to see
if there are any cars coining, and
when getting into the passenger's side
of the car, I must walk to the left side.
While this may seem quite minor, it
has actually been one of the more
stubborn of my habits to break.
While walking on the sidewalk,
Kiwis (the international name for
people from New, Zealand) never make

eye contact with other pedestrians.
Unless you know someone or you ask
a question directly addressed to some-

English-speakin-

"jan-dal-

one, you simply make no eye contact
and continue walking.
At first, I found this rude and awk-

ward, but this is simply how it is
done here. If you do have a question
about directions or whatnot and you
need to ask a pedestrian, I have found
that people are more than willing to
help you get around, and will often'
go out of their way to walk to your
destination.
On one of my early experiences
using the bus system in Wellington, I
asked a driver which bus I needed to
be on to get to campus, and he gave me
a free ride to the correct bus stop. As a
whole, Kiwis are extremely friendly
and are willing to help you out.
The scenery in New Zealand is
breathtaking. There are rolling hills
with grass so green it almost hurts
your eyes, and on a nice day it is hard
to differentiate the sea from the sky at
the horizon. There are snow-cappmountains in the distance, framed by
the city skyline and surrounded by the
winding waterfront. In the country,
the hilly farms are spotted with white
sheep, trees and numerous lakes and
and of course the sea is
reservoirs

s,"

-

Above, a herd of cattle graze among fields in
Whahgaparaoa, New Zealand. Whangaparoa is north of
Auckland. Below, tall buildings overlook Wellington's
waterfront. The view of Wellington can be seen to and
frorrj Tobar's walk to campus (Photos coutesy May
Tobar)
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always close by.

really allows people to enjoy all of

the wonders of the country. There
are camping huts set up all over the
country equipped with cots, a wooden
stove and shelter to appease travellers from all over the country and
as
the world. You simply pay
you walk in, which is all done
the
through an honor .system
country trusts that campers will support the building as a thank you for
''
the shelter.
If you're at all into extreme sports,
then this is the country to visit.
There is bungee jumping all over the
place, ranging from the I I '2 meter
Nevis, to a 47 meter jump with a
water dip. There ii skydiving,
canyon swinging, gorging,
spelunking, zorbing and much more.
The craziest tiling about these
sports, to me at least, is that you don't
have to sign a waiver! I cannot spenk
for every single one of these activ
ties, but I did go bungee jumping, and
all I had to do w as sign my name, of
course, then pay the bill. The program that I came through actually
has to make up waivers specifically
for the Americans who come through
the program. The country just is not
big on suing for liability.
I could go on about minor differ
ences in New Zealand, such as eating
pies with meat in tliein on a daily
basis; how rugby is played instead of
football; being permitted to drink at
; high
8, yet you "come of age" at
col
school being called collcge-an- d
lege being called university; a univcr
sity degree only- - taking three years to
complete, the fact that they do not
readily use 'dishwashers or clothes
dryers and that insulation in housing
is not a legal necessity, but I could go
$.r-$l-

foxg-lidin-

g,

There are only 4.2 million people
inhabiting this country, so pollution is
nowhere near the issue it is in the
United States, and the water from
almost any river or stream is absolutely safe to drink.
There is also no need to fear any
kind of wildlife while tramping (or
hiking) in the wilderness. In fact,
snakes do not exist in New Zealand ...
at all. A bite from the most dangerous
on all day.
insect could possibly require hospitalbobcats,
bears,
The most important things are that
ization. There are no
of
the
people are wonderful, the country
lions tigers, raccoons or predators
is
hike
beautiful,
and the differences in culany kind. Your biggest threat on a
I
ture are exciting and interesting
would be the occasional opossum or
day.
would
be, learn more every
perhaps a rabbit. In fact, you
t
more apt to come across one of these
May Tobar 'II is an English major
two pests than a tick or chiggers,
and can be reached for comments at
because they are not here either!
This lack of dangerous wildlife MTobarl luvoster.filu
1
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Alison Elizabeth Taylor's exhibit explores
Alexandra Gustafson

For the sheer fasclation it holds
for the neoDle of theUnited States,
i
and indeed the world, :re's no town
quite like Hollywood. my a blogger

Voice Staff

i

i,

My eyes settle on the first wood
inlay painting. The tranquil isolation
portrayed instantly reminds me of
summers spent with my grandfather
on the placid lakes of southern
Manitoba;' I am reminded of the
tremendous expanse and the peaceful
lapping of water against a simple
man's fishing boat. Summers in Canada
were always a departure from the hectic pace of my life in the city, and just
like Alison Elizabeth Taylor's works
currently on display in The College
of Wooster Art Museum at the Ebert
a kind of escape into
Art Center

'.

Twitterer
bai west of
1

Tdas wants to
saythey know

'

-(-

I

allhbout

life

amig

w

.

jonah

'

!

..

the
read
star! We
COmStOCk so much in
supV-marke-

t

Veb sites

magazines and dedicated
that we may assume that e know
what these people are really Ike.
I've never been to Hetty wood
either, nor to California at al'But I
did have a brush this summV with
that most fascinatine of Anerican
phenomena, celebrity.
Working at a ranch in ASquiu,
N.M., I happened to be not farifrom
Las Vegas, N.M., the small own
where parts of "No Country fortOld
Men," "Easy Rider," and a hot of
other movies were filmed. Due o a
fortunate connection with one of the
wardrobe workers on the film, I lad
the opportunity to be an extra in
"Paul," an upcoming film starring aid
written by Simon Pegg and Nitk
Frost, better known to almost everj-on- e
as "the Shaun of the Dead guys."
The work itself was surprisingly
it was only the novelty
mundane
of the thing that made it fun, and
after several hours in the sun walking
the same preordained circuit up and
down the street every time the camera's rolling, novelty is somewhat

'

isolation.

Taylor's exhibit features eight wood
inlay paintings, each depicting a unique
yet familiar representation of life on
Bombay Beach, Calif. The chosen subjects of the artist have a unique effect:
the ability to make the scenes depicted
feel highly personal. After 10 minutes
in the, gallery my pockets felt as light
as th6se of Taylor's characters; their
troubles were my troubles; their tortures my tortures.
The paintings' subjects are highly
varied, including images of a squatter
in Bombay Beach, Calif, an empty pool
in the desert behind a chain link fence,
two women under surveillance by a
man in a truck and an
ex-Mar- ine

never

s

a constructed space, is part of Alison Elizabeth Taylor's art exhibit, currently on display
at the Ebert Art Center (Photo by Sarah Harbottle).

"Room,"

is essentially the living and work space
of an imaginary person. Aptly named,
the work is a very detailed piece that
reflects the intricacies of its owner's
persona. The four artificial windows
depict different scenes, showing natural scenes on one side and classic suburbia on another, creating a juxtaposition of human forces against nature's

particular and very personal brand of
storytelling,, but it is also strangely
homes
reminiscent of the half-wa-y
and travel vans of yester-yea- r.
This
speaks ill itself, creating an ironic juxtaposition between the idea of middle-cla- ss
America and the counter-cultur- e,
almost rejection of suburbia she
depicts within her artwork. This juxtaposition is highlighted by her chosen
medium of wood veneer, which is reminiscent of common depictions of the
homes in the 1970s middle class.

beauty.

ten-.der- ly

feeding a peacock, as well as a
constructed space titled, "Room",

I

survey the personal articles that

As I enter "Room", I am first struck
with what can only be described as awe.

line the wood inlay shelves and am
struck by a thought: Taylor, in her
exhibit, particularly in this work,
straddles the line between art and

The exhibit's most impressive feature

kitsch.

(2007-200- 8).

The gallery left me in a contemplative mood. Taylor's work is stunningly
mature, the subject of her art and her
chosen medium creating a beautiful
paradox that can only contribute to the
artistic value of the pieces. Taylor's
exhibit will be on display through Oct.

The wooden inlays work on two levels: the complexity and richness of the
wood provides a fine canvas for her

though it will be closed from Oct. 3
students from Prof. Dan
Bourne's Introduction to Fictional
Writing and Poetry Writing classes
will present selected writings inspired
by the exhibit.
11,

--

6. On Oct. 7,

Additional writing contributed

by

Marten Dollinger.

Comedian Drew Thomas to perform at UG
Thomas was able to convince one of
the student organizations to let him
open for the comedian they had hired
for their Valentine's Day show, and
that's where it all began.
After achieving success in the
Valentine's Day show, Thomas began
entering a local comedy competition
that took place once a month.
Thomas stole the show, winning the
competition three months in a row.
According to Rooftop Comedy, the
talented comedian "draws his audience in with his accounts of relationship follies and keen retorts on
everyday life and current affairs."
Thomas cites his inspiration in
comcdic greats such as Eddie
Murphy and Bill Crosby, among

laugh without offending half of the
audience in a
way as
other comedians in the past have.
Thomas was born in Jamaica and
raised in the Bronx, N.Y. He currently resides in Atlanta, Ga., where he
performs numerous shows and has a

Madelyn Halstead

not-so-popu-

A&E Editor
On Monday, Sept. 14, The College
Underground will be hosting comedian Drew Thomas. The show, open
to all College of Wooster students,
will run from 10-p.m.
After watching some of Drew
Thomas' clips online, I have to agree
with his biography given on Rooftop
Comedy, "Drew's insight on comedy
leaves you with a sense of intimacy
that makes women want his number,
guys want to grab a beer with him,
and everyone laughing all night."
Get ready, Wooster, because this
comedian may actually make you

lar

wide fan base,
He attended

Georgia Perimeter
College in Clarkston, Ga,. and
received an associate's degree in theatre with a minor in communications
in 2003. It was during college that
Thomas got his start as a comedian.
After working for five and half
years at a car dealership, Thomas
decided it was time to pursue his
childhood dream of becoming a com-dia- n.
During his time at college,

11

fleeting.
I have to admit I was

just about the
most precocious extra I can imagine.
others.
Knowing the opportunity was not
likely to come again, I deftly dodged
Since his career took off in 2007,
he has performed at numerous presthe careful eye of the casting director
and second assistant director (or, as I
tigious comedy clubs in Atlanta
like to call them, the extra wranincluding The Punchline, The
Twisted Taco, Star Bar and Funny
glers), and introduced myself to
name I
Farm. He also made an appearance every moderately
could find. Well, all except Jason
on NBC's "Last Comic Standing,"
Bateman
the man was making
season six and runs a weekly comedy
:
iVmit.
club in Atlanta.- about four films at once and literally
..Combine .Thomas', positive drove into town, filmed his one scene,
and drove away.
reviews and stacked resume and you
have a recipe for success. We'll put
Meeting Simon, Nick, Bill Hader
the recipe to the test this Monday at
and Joe LaTruglio was surreal, and
the UG, so find out for yourself if not just because I was encountering in
"he really is just a natural."
real life people who in my mind lived
For more information about Drew .only in the TV The fact is that in
Thomas visit his Web site at America we treat our'film and television stars with the air of royalty, and I
http: www.comeseedrew.com.
expected these folks to compose themselves the same way. I was bracing
myself for some great divide between
the actors and us, the common people.
Instead, what I found was working
the highlight was Kevn Reswig '10 and
Yontz's "Casimir Pulaski Day" which
people doing their jobs. The actors had
caused conflicting ripples of fans shushtheir jobs to do just as the director,
camera operators and caterers had
ing and the uninitiated asking what the
and
it
Yontz
theirs. When they weren't working
was.
played
Reiswig
song
beautifully.
they were happy to carry on a conversation about anything from the weathBruce
finale,
The
surprise
Springsteen's "Born in the USA," got
er to the latest movies to
new dog. I realized an ironic fact about
the whole crowd on its feet singing and
show business
in a lot of ways, the
left people reluctant to leave and excited for the next Covers event. The
movie set is the one place where actors
crowd at Come On! Feel the Covers! is a
don't have to act.
ot
from the event's humble beginEverywhere else they go they're
the
in
watched by the press, recognized by
nings
year 2008.
Peterson Kuyk-Whifans and have to be "on." On the set,
'08 organized
first
Covers event as a tribute
the very
though, everyone is part of a team
focused on the goal of getting the
Love
to "69
Songs" by Magnetic Fields.
Rob Wadleigh '09 described it as essenfilming completed on time and Under
tially a low-ke-y
budget, and the actors can just be
get together of amateur
musicians with similar taste who just
people. And though I'll admit I got
wanted to play some songs. The event
tongue-tie- d
talking to Simon (I am
grew from there and Wadleigh organan unabashed fan of "Shaun of the
ized the second covers event, Covers of Dead," "Hot Fuzz" and, of course,
Covers. '
"Star Trek"), in general I quickly forSince the spring of 2008, there has
got I was meeting famous
been at least one Covers event each
Instead, I felt
Hollywood people.
semester, with themes like Sexx and
like I was meeting interesting, hardCake, '90s Covers and Dance, Remixes
who just' hapworking people
and Mash-up- s.
If the crowd at Come
pened to be "celebrities."
'
On! Feel the Covers! is any indication,
there will be many more to come.
Jonah Comstock is an Editor in Chief
well-kno-

'

'

wn

.

Come On! Feel the Covers! starts off strong
Katherine Schiller
Voice Staff

X

s

In Kenarden Lodge, , Come On! Feel
the Covers!, at the first installment of
Covers, students from all class years
performed songs about their favorite
state or city. The event is named after

1

3

Come On! Feel the Illinoise! by Sufjan
Stevens, who famously vowed to write
an album dedicated to each state. While
that project ended after a whopping two
albums, musicians at the covers event
played well into the night, featuring

so-and-- so's

far-sh-

k

music by Sufjan as well as Ray Charles,
the Magnetic Fields, Feist and Flo Rida,
among others. Performers played on
guitar, keyboard, tambourine, harmonica, drum machine and even some brass

;

-

te

instruments.
In the audience, students' legs swung
from the balcony over the crowd gathered around the stage area below, as
those who came early squeezed together
on the couches and in the window
ledges. Calls of encouragement to performers, enthusiastic applause, swaying,
dancing and, singing along grew as
more people arrived throughout the
night Jane Siegel '13, who gave a beautiful rendition of Rogue Wave's
"California" on guitar, found the crowd
"wonderfully engaged, and the atmos- -

and J3ayid Yontz '10. (Photo by Linda Kuster).

phere was warm and inviting. It was
nice to see people dancing and enjoying
music."
The night featured a lot of talent and
variety. Performers signed up simply by
posting their intended cover on a
Facebook event page created by David
Yontz '10 . Nick Terelle's '10 cover of
Flo Rida's "Low" was an early crowd-pleaswhich began acoustically, then
got the crowd hippin' and hoppin' by
breaking it down with a drum machine
er,

for later verses. A clever banter by
Ginny Kincaid ' 10 during Dar Williams'

"Iowa" caused what was probably the
largest gathering of people singing
about Iowa ever, outside the state itself.
The lyrics "I'm not that kind of girl"
from "Sunset City" by The Magnetic
Fields never sounded so masculine and
sensual than from Rob Wadleigh '09,
one of the reasons Covers is so popular.
Roommates Ryan LeBlanc '10 'and
Michael Rankin '10 performed John
Denver songs about their respective
states of Colorado and West Virginia.

Their performances were upbeat and
crowd favorites. For Sufjan Stevens fans,

of
Additional writing by Marten Dollinger.

Ihinrp to Como: Upcoming events and opportune
Work for Goliard

Don't Throw Shoes

Community. Voices

The College's literary magazine,
The Goliard, is now accepting applications. Those interested in editing
stories nrul in.' uine l.r ut can f
t'
applications in

The comedy imrpov group Don't
Throw Shoes recently just held auditions and will hold their first show of
the season on Sept. 25. The group
v. Kit
perforins iinprov comedy and
short sketches does about two shows
a month. Don't Throw Shoes is cele--I
v "'M,r jts entli year on the Wooster

"A Community of Voices" is a collection of writing and visual art that
focuses on diversity within the

:

Lo-.wy-
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w Nur. j to submit poi
can do so, as well. I or v

tin,,
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try or yw
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Wooster community. The group is
looking for proposals, manuscripts
and artwork. For more information
about "A Community of Voices" contact William Macauley at

f

J

r

the Voice. He can be reached for com-

ment at JComstocklOwooster.edu.
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Football falls late in thrilling season opener against Waynesburg
Ben Christ
Voice Staff

lead by Justin Falcon who ran for 148
yards and a touchdown. The Scots'
defense also had problems on third

'

It was a great day to christen the
new John P. Papp stadium. The sun
was shining, the stands were full and
the only thing missing was a Fighting
Scot victory.
In an extremely entertaining game,
which came down to the final play, the
Scots came up on the losing end of a
9
final against the Waynesburg
University Yellow Jackets.
The Scots showed that they have
quite the
offense, totaling 500 total yards and scoring five
touchdowns. They used the no huddle
offense extremely well and seemed to
have caught Waynesburg off guard
for most of the game. Quarterback
Austin Holter '10 led the way for the
Scots' offense, passing for 328 yards
and three touchdowns. He also ran for
88 yards and another touchdown.
On special teams, Bryan Albani '10
scored the Scots other touchdown on a
terrific
return off of a kickoff.
Robert Flagg '12 and Kyle Murdock
'11 both looked great as Holter's main
targets. They both had over 100 yards
of total offense and scored three
touchdowns combined.
The only major flaw on the part of
the Scots' offense was a fumble at the
goal line that was returned for a
Waynesburg touchdown. As solid as
the offense looked, the defense seemed
to struggle. They had problems stopping Waynesburg's rushing attack,

42-3-

high-power- ed

90-ya- rd

'

down, as the Yellow Jackets converted
on third down and were
ll-of--

19

2-fo- r-3

on fourth down conversions.
"
Linebacker Matt DeGrand '10 recognized
on third down.
"We had some problems getting off
the field on third down, which hurt us
in the end." But, he is optimistic that
the Scots will bounce back. "This week
will allow us to focus on some weak
spots we feel need improving on both
sides of the ball. We have Ohio
Wesleyan University in two weeks,
and they always play us hard. So our
focus is no longer on the loss of
Waynesburg, but on beating OWU."
Wooster was also on the receiving
end of some bad luck, as several calls
by the referees just did not swing the
Scots' way. A touchdown pass to Mike
Redick '11 was ruled incomplete and a
pass to the one yard line from Holter
to Luke McCann ' 10 was brought back
penalty.
. on an illegal man downfield
Despite the loss, Holter and the
offense showed significant progress,
running the Waynesburg defense up
and doWn the field. However, in order
for the team to contend for a NCAC
title, the defense will need to make significant adjustments.
The Scots will return to action next
Saturday, Sept. 19, at Ohio Wesleyan
University.
The Bishops lost to
Carnegie Mellon University last
the-struggl-

y 1

es

week.

A

I

The football team (here practicing before last week's game) played well as a team, but gave up a
touchdown in the final minute to fall 42-3- 9 to Waynesburg (Photo by Charlie Fanelli).

Field hockey undefeated Women's soccer brings home title
Mike

Haggerty

Voice

Staff

in overtime

It seems as if the Wooster field hockey team has pick up right where they left
off last season.
The Scots won two thrilling games
this past weekend as they defeated
Rhodes College

4--

3

and

on Saturday

Transylvania University 1 on Sunday.
The Scots won in overtime on
at
Saturday, despite trailing the Lynx
6--

1-

.

-3

iV
vlhfJftimefll, ., ,
,.;,! ,
After scoring twice in the second half
to tie the game up at three goals apiece
the Fighting Scots took over the match
.

taking six shots while giving
up none. Amanda Artman '10 scored the
game winner upon receiving an incredible' crossing pass from Stephanie
Standera '11. This winning goal moved
Artman to second on the school's
list, increasing her Fighting Scot
all-ti-

me

career total to a very impressive S3 goals.
On Sunday Brittany Montgomery ' 10,
scored the Scots' first goal only six minutes into the game, led the Scots to victo-

Artman and Maddie Hart '12 then
combined for two more goals in the first
half, which helped to give the Scots a 1
lead going into the break.
ry.

3--

The Scots then proceeded to eliminate
any chance Transylvania had of a comeback by scoring two goals early in the

Don't have a clue who's going to
win the big game? Every week, sports
nuts Matthew Yannie, Andrew Vogcl,
Chris Weston and Jason Wcingardt
will pick the week's biggest football
games, both college and pro. Some
will be on the mark, others probably
not so much. We'll track their
progress every week with season
landings. Think they've picked the
wrong teams? Feel free to let them
know what you think about all sports
at voicesportswooster.edu.
Standings
Matthew:
Jason:
Chris:
Andrew:

8-5-

-0

8-5-

-0

8-5-

-0

6-7-

-0

second, one by Eileen Barrer '11 and the
other by Montgomery. The Scots then
closed the door on Transylvania as
Isabelle Howes '13 scored her first collegiate goal and gave the Scots a 1 lead
to finish off the game.
Madalyn Myers '12 had stellar per
formances in both games with 19 saves
versus Khodes ana six saves versus
Transylvania. The 19 saves on Saturday

8--

3--

champions, as they are set to continue
conference play this coming week. The
Scots played Thursday at Oberlin
College after the Voice went to press.
They will travel to Earlham College
against the

2--

1

1

p.m. match

Quakers.

Kelsey Peters '12 scored one goal against St. Vincent College
and was one of seven players to score (Photo by Andrew Collins).

!
(

-

jasonweingardt

:

Sunday, Sept. IS

(All) Minn at Cleveland
(M) Jacksonville at Indy (A,C,J)
Detroit at New Orleans (All)
(AJ) Dallas at Tampa (M,C)
(M.A.J) Philly at Carolina (C)
KC at Baltimore (All)
(A J) NY Jets at Houston (M.C)
(A,C) Wash at NY Giants (M,J)
San Fran at Zona (All)
St. Louis at Seattle (All)
(M,J) Chicago at Green U.iy (A,C)
'

Monday, Sept. 14
Buffalo at New England (All)
(All) San Diego at Oakland

)

Superbowl Match-u- p
and Winner
Pittsburgh over Philadelphia
AFC North Champ

,

(J) Miami at Atlanta (M,A,C)
(CJ) Denver at Cincinnati (M,A)

'

),

it

(A,C)

(M)TennatPitt(A,CJ)

The Scots played Wednesday at
Washington and Jefferson College
after the Voice went to press.
Tomorrow the team will travel to
Rethany College in West Virginia for
a 7 p.m. showdown.

f

j

'Cuseat7PSU(All)
(M,A) Iowa at Iowa St. (CJ)
(M.AJ) 16 TCU at Virginia (C)

NFL Games
Thursday, Sept. 10

--

games.

y

Saturday, Sept. IS

'

their consistency was tested in
Sunday's game against Marietta.
The second match-u- p of the weekend was a much tougher test for the
ladies, who were unable to find the
net in 81 minutes of regular play
only to score the winner off Koechli's
boot from 12 yards out. The game
was a tense match with most of the
possession and shots going to
Wooster. Even with 2(5 shots and 12
corner kicks, the Scots still failed to
i put points on the board tnitVl a handball in the box 'stopped play' and
Koechli was able to easily tuck the
winner into the back of the net.
The game showed that there is still
plenty of room for the team to
improve. Kerry Kiley '10 was upbeat
about the second game. "I think we
deserved the win. We possessed the
game. We had a lot of missed opportunities, but we deserved it," said
Kiley. Deserved or not, a win is a
win, and the Scots showed that they
can win with style this weekend, in
both easier contests such as the game
against St. Vincent, and more cagey
affairs like the game against Marietta.
The Scots hopefully can take the
momentum gained from the weekend
and carry it forward in upcoming

The sports nuts make a few predictions that may well be right, and more than a few that will surely go awry

Clemsonat15GT(All)

'

te

marked a career-hig- h
for Myers whose
previous record was 1 1.
The win over Transylvania marks a
terrific 0 start for the reigning NCAC

NCAA Games
Thursday, Sept. 10

18 ND at Michigan (M,J)
(M.CJ) UCLA at Term. (A)
(M) South Car. at 2 1 UGA (A.QJ)
(M) Miss State at AUB (A.QJ)
, (CJ) 3 USC at 8 OSU (M.A)
(A,C) Purdue at Oregon (M J)

90-minu-

6--

tomorrow afternoon for a
Matthew, A as Andrew,
C Chris, J Jason,
Alls Everyone

M

opponent flustered, not knowing
what had hit them.
The scoring started early on in the
The women's soccer team traveled game with Chantal Koechli '10, who
to Marietta, Ohio last weekend for found the net twice over the weekend
the
annual
Marietta
Classic to establish herself as the MVP of
Tournament.
the tournament. Liz Mott 'l 1, Kelsey
The Scots, proved their worth and Peters '12 and Maggie Kehni '12 all
made their school proud by convertmanaged to beat the keeper in a
ing two wins and taking the tournascoring spree that even saw
ment championship title. The first first-yea- rs
Maggie Roberts, Paige
game could be said to have been Piper and Taylor Morgan get on the
something of., a mismatch with. St. board for their first goals in a
Vincent College on the losing end of Wooster. uniform.
a lopsided final score of 2 in favor
When asked about the game
of the Scots.
against St. Vincent, Mott, who scored
Taking nothing away from the two goals in the game, said, "The best
Scots' outstanding play in the offenthing about Saturday was that lots of
sive third of the field, St. Vincent was
different people scored which shows
clearly not prepared. Seven players we have a lot of scoring potential," It
contributed to the flourish of goal is apparent that the Scots are a defiscoring, which would leave their nite threat in front of the net, though

Sam VanFleet
Voice Staff

Pittsburgh
AFC South Champ
Indianapolis
AFC East Champ
New England
AFC West Champ
San Diego ,
NFC North Champ
Minnesota
NFC South Champ New Orleans
NFC East Champ
Philadelphia
NFC West Champ
St. Louis
AFC Darkhorse
Baltimore
NFC Darkhorse
Chicago
MVP
Tom Brady
Coach on the Hot Seat
Andy Reid
Rookie of the Year
Matthew Stafford
.

matthewyannie

Superbowl

Match-u- p

.

and Winner

San Diego over Philadelphia
AFC North Champ
Pittsburgh
AFC South Champ
Tennessee
AFC East Champ
New Fngland
AFC West Champ
San Diego
NFC North Champ
Minnesota
NFC South Champ
New Orleans
NFC East Champ
Philadelphia
NFC West Champ
Seattle
AFC Darkhorse
Miami

NFC Darkhorse
Arizona
'
MVP
Tom Brady
Coach on the Hot Seat
Josh McDaniels
Rookie of the Year
Chris "Beanie" Wells

anclrewvogel
and Winner
Superbowl Match-u- p
New England over Minnesota
AFC North Champ
Pittsburgh
'
AFC South Champ
Indianapolis
AFC East Champ
New England
AFC West Champ
San Diego
NFC North Champ
Minnesota
NFC South Champ
Atlanta
NFC East Champ
Philadelphia
NFC West Champ
Arizona
AFC Darkhorse
Baltimore
NFC Darkhorse
Chicago
MVP
Adrian Peterson
Coach on the Hot Seat
Marvin Lewis
Rookie of the Year
Mark Sanchez

-

-

ch!i!:.weston
and Winner
Superbowl Match-u- p
New England over Atlanta
AFC North Champ
Pittsburgh
AFC South Champ
Indianapolis
AFC East Champ
New England
AFC West Champ
San Diego
NFC North Champ
Green Bay
NFC South Champ
Atlanta
NFC East Champ
Washington
NFC West Champ
Arizona
AFC Darkhorse
Houston
NFC Darkhorse
Tampa Bay
MVP
Philip Rivers
Coach on the Hot Seat
Wade Phillips
Rookie of the Year
Knowslion Moreno
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CnOCCFIilE: UCC vs Ohio Gtato

Fry or not enough to stop It's about time Ohio
OS U's big game blunders State gets its mojo back

Sports Editor Matthew Yannie
recently talked to
senior

cross-count-

ry

co-capti- ans

Tomorrow night, USC comes to Columbus. All the analysts are pegging
this one as another blowout, and rightfully so. Ohio State's recent record
against top 10 teams in big games is so sorry that only Sarah Palin has
gotten as much flak for flopping on the national stage
more frequently. Meanwhile, USC has treated Big Ten
teams like they were a Pee Wee football league. Yet,
despite all this, Ohio State actually has a decent chance
to upset USC and win back some of tne program's cred
ibility.
appreciate the sport a little more. And as I watched, I picked
No, really, I'm serious.
up on one little, inevitable fact that the rest of the state of Ohio
seemed to be missing out on
Before the season started, it looked like Ohio State andrewvogel
in a big game, Ohio State will
chrisweston
win. USC is startmight have a decent shot-tnot win.
ing a true freshman at quarterback in Matt
Honestly. Bet your tuition
then you might I
Barkley. Terrelle Pryor is a year older and will
actually be able to pay tuition next year. Despite
be the most dynamic playmaker on the field.
being Big Ten champions five times in Jim Tressel's
eight-yeMost importantly, the game is in Columbus.
tenure as the team's head coach, the
Then, last week, things changed. Ohio State
Buckeyes have only won one national championship,
which itself had enough highly disputed calls
nearly lost to Navy. Barkley looked like the
second coming of Joe Namath in his very first
falling in the Buckeyes' favor some people began to
call them the "Luckeyes." The other two times the
start as the Trojans won their season opener
by a score of 56-- 7. They're saying this could
Buckeyes made it to the national championship, in
end up just as ugly as last year's 35-- 3 mas
2006 and 2007, they lost pitifully to teams they
sacre at the Coliseum. Now the only moment
were supposed to have no problem with.
As far as this weed's game, youth will dictate the
that may bring Buckeye fans pride is when the
band dots the "I" at halftime
game. For the Buckeyes, the main attraction is
badly. Outside
Ohio State needs this win
Terrelle Pryor. Pryor, who is in his second season
the state of Ohio, the Ohio State football pro
freshman year,
as a starter after an over-hypgram receives as much respect as Ralph
comes into the game after a shaky performance
Nader. After Ohio State's underwhelming per
against Navy. The only excuse a team can make
formance against Navy, the critics are already
when playing Navy is that offensive schemes they
salivating for Ohio State to disintegrate once
faced were so confusing or so outlandish that they
again in primetime. However, there are some
were not prepared. Navy's defense is not even worpositive signs for Buckeye fans.
thy of discussion. At best, you could give them a B.
For one, Matt Barkley is still a true fresh
Ohio State, which is supposed to be one of the most
man, making only his second career collegiate
explosive offenses in the country, could only manstart. Starting at home against a San Jos6
age the score 29 points. Other teams that were sup
State defense is quite different than starting
posedly of the same caliber were scoring 56, 59 or
on primeagainst Ohio State in Columbus
even 62 points against their opponents.
time television. Barkley may be talented, but
On the side of USC, there is the true freshman
he won't be nearly as sharp tomorrow night as
Matt Barkley. Barkley, who threw one touchdown Illustration by Gillian Daniels
he was last Saturday.
and completed over 75 percent of his passes, did
While USC allowed a mere touchdown last week, they're still replacing
exactly what his team needed him to do as they ran for 342 total yards, completenine starters on defense. Pryor will bd USC's first real test. There aren't
ly outpacing San Jose State. What was more important is that Barkley made no
mistakes. Yes, he missed four passes, but none of them went to players on the too many players in the country who are as big, fast and athletic as Pryor.
other team.
It will be a baptism by fire for the talented but raw USC defense.
At the same time, this game will be a test for the true sophomore as well
Another key point to look at is the defense. As mentioned earlier, the Buckeyes
looked terrible against Navy, with the only redeeming defensive play coming near In his short career, Pryor has given fans a glimpse of his immense poten
the end of the fourth quarter to prevent the Midshipmen from tying the game. tial, but has also shown a penchant for making untimely miscues and act
USC, on the other hand, is entering this week's game with a relatively new front
ing his age under center. Tomorrow night, Pryor won't have much room
for error. If Pryor can limit his mistakes and lead the Buckeyes on a few
seven. The Trojans' heralded linebacker corps from last season is now gone, and
has been replaced by sophomores and juniors who, from a first look, seem prepared error-fre- e
scoring drives, the Buckeyes will have a shot.
for the season ahead. The key for USC's defense facing the Buckeyes tomorrow is
The bet here is that Ohio State is better than it showed last week, and
that their secondary are all seniors, and all played against the Buckeyes last season. USC's impressive performance was aided by the fact that it was playing
They will most likely force the Buckeyes to turn to the ground game, allowing the San Jos6 State. The question is how much. Head coach Jim Tressel used to
be really good at preparing his team for big games. Before the 2007 BCS
defense to focus on one area and prevent the run from becoming an effective tool.
When all is said and done, the game this week comes down to preparation. Both
Title Game, he was 3 against top 10 teams. Since the Buckeyes were
Tressel and Pete Carroll are heralded as geniuses in their field. Both know how to mutilated by Florida, they're 0--4. Picking the Buckeyes in any big game
beat the other team. Both will try and exploit some weakness they believe they
these days is a risky proposition. However, tomorrow night, Tressel and
have found. This makes the game a lot more evenly matched than it may seem.
his Buckeyes will stun USC and finally bring back some dignity to th'e
Some people are saying this is the win to help turn the Buckeyes' luck around.
Ohio State program, and get the Buckeyes back on the right track
I wouldn't bet on it.
No, really, I'm not kidding.

Within a day of being at Wooster, I realized that I had been dropped into college
football country. Despite having decent basketball and baseball teams in the
Cavaliers and the Indians, people in Ohio only seemed to care about Ohio State foot
.............
PI
ball. Coming from a family that spent its Sundays watching the
Patriots instead of the preacher, I was unfamiliar with this level
of dedication to college football. In New England, college football holds about as much weight as lumberjacking competitions
So I watched, and learned, and began to
or chili cook-off- s.
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and twins Rik and
Terry Workman
about the Ric
Sayre Invitational.
workman
Terry and Rik,
often first and second place finishers
for the Scots, distheir
cussed
expectations for
themselves, each
,

other and the rest
of the team.
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Andrew is an Editor in Chief and Chris is a Sports Editor for

Voice. Contact them at avogellOwooster.edu

and cwestonlOwooster.edu

Volleyball serves seven teams some home cooking
Matt Yannie & Chris
Sports Editors

Weston

bounced back, leaving their mark on
the invitational and improving their

overall record to 2 this season.
The usual suspects are 'back in
action. Averaging 3.44 kills per game,
KateLynn Riley '10 remains in her
form from last season.
NCAC Newcomer of the Year from
2008, Lizzi Beal '12 has done her part
at setter, contributing 113 assists to
Wooster's efforts, which amounts to
almost 80 percent of the team's
3--

The Fighting Scots' volleyball team
finished second this past weekend at
the Bishop Invitational at Ohio
Wesleyan University.
Of the four
games the Scots participated in, they
managed to win three of four.
After being tested in their first
game against nationally ranked
Heidelberg University, the Scots

Ail-Ameri-

can

assists.

Starting today, the Scots will be
Classic with
the Yeo-Sc- ot
Oberlin College. This eight-teatournament will take place in the
Timken Gymnasium over the course
of today and tomorrow, with games
happening around the clock.
Wooster will open action against
Manchester College at 4 p.m., followed
by the Baldwin-WallaUniveristy
Yellow Jackets at 8 p.m.
cc-hps-

ting

m

ce

The next day the Scots start up
again at 1 1 a.m. versus the
Westminster College Titans, followed
by La Roche College at 1 p.m.
This tournament marks the first
home matches of the volleyball sea
son. With four chances to watch the
Scots, there are ample opportunities to
check out some highly competitive
Div.

Ill

volleyball.
Volleyball is the only Fighting Scots
team with home action this weekend.

workman

MY: At last
Tuesday's meet here at the
College, you guys ran very
impressive and very similar tunes.
How frequently are you two separated by only a few seconds?
TW: We started running together
our freshman year of high school
and ever since we've always
back to back, one and two just
the entire time, both in cross
try and track.
RW: We are often separated

been
about
coun
by 10

seconds but we are getting &
bit closer together again this year.
MY: How beneficial is it for you

to

SO

;

two to have each other out there
to push yourselves? Is winning a
big deal between the two of you?
TW: Of course there will always
be a sibling rivalry, but we really try
and use each other as a benefit to
ourselves. We train together every
day and we have for the past eight
years. It is something unique
because the two of us really know
how to race with one another.
RW: It has a good effect on com
petition too, when you have two peo
ple running very equal times, and
passing at the same time.
TW: It really breaks the competi
tion down.
MY: In

.

your time at Wooster

you both have been really compet
itive in the conference. What are
your goals looking forward for
this season to conference races
and possibly regional meets?
'TW: I feel like personally) we are
both going for conference titles and
then definitely frying to qualify for
nationals. It's our senior year, so there
is no reason not to shoot for that
RW: It is going to be a great year
for us, and we have a lot of depth on
the team with a lot of people who
are willing to step up and perform
well. I think we can win conference.
TW: As captains we have to lead
by example, so if we aren't challeng
ing the top guys in the conference
and pushing for nationals then why
would the team?
MY: This team has both experi
ence, with 10 seniors and a bunch
of returning runners, and youth,
runners.
with seven first-ye- ar
How does the experience benefit
the team and what sort of contribution can be expected of the
first years?
RW: As far as experience goes, we
have 10 guys who have raced before
and know what it takes to compete
le
in a
race. We have a couple
guys who have really stepped up
five-mi-

NCAC Fall Sports Standings
FootWI

Mens Soccer
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Field Hockey
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Managing Editor
The College of Wooster plans to add
women's golf to its list of varsity
1 academic year.
sports for the 2010-20- 1
Women's golf will be the 23rd sport
to be added to Wooster's curriculum,

(00) (11)
(0-0--

(111)

0)

(00)
(00)

(1-1--

0)

(020)

Woman Soccer

l.)Erlhm

(1-0)0-

(0-0(2--

Women's golf tees off

2.) Hiram
3.) Allegheny
4.) Ohio Wesleyui

(00)(30)

(00) (20)
(00) (20)
(00) (20)
(00) (20)

and the 12th to be added to varsity
Sxrt offerings for women.
Rich Dancli, head coach of the
Wooster men's golf team, is standing in

(00) (21)
(0-0--

0)

(00)

(1-0--

1)

(1--

1)

(00)(O2-0-

as acting coach during the recruitment
period, which is "currently in process,"
said Danth. "My primary focus at this
time is to initiate recruiting efforts to

)

)

(3-- 2)
(3--

2)

(O0)(M)
(00) (00)
(O0)(O5)
(00) (OS)
(00) (04)

Want to htp track of all of your fovorite Fighting
ttamsf Logon to

Scots

secure a women's season for next year."
The finalized coaching staff, home

http:www.wooster.eduAthleticior
www.northcoast.orgir up to date information.

schedule
course and the 2010-201- 1
have yet to be announced. Danch added
that any expectations for the upcoming
team are "really quite dependant on
what the year's recruiting efforts yield.
and
The number of student-athletskill level will shape any expectations
the coaching staff will have for them."
Currently 167 other NCAA Division
III institutions support women's golf.
Wittenberg University, Hiram College,
Denison University and Allegheny
es

College all have teams already, adding
to the total 36 teams instituted in the
Great Lakes Region.
Women's golf is the first new sport
added since 2000, when Softball's status
was changed from club to varsity sport

their training in the past year,
Charles Horenstein and Sean
Bouyack specifically, and are now
competing for spots in the top seven.
will be the
The seven first-yea- rs
ones to take the throne in a few years
so it is important that they stay in
"
the mix.
TW: Right now it is looking like
we will have at least one first-yein
the top seven. Kevin DeGroot, who
is possibly a top five scorer, has
ar

looked really solid so far.
MY: With the first scoring meet

of the season coming up tomor
row, what are your expectations
for yourselves, each other and the
rest of the team?
't

RW: We actually won this meet
we are looking for a

last year so
back-to-ba-

ck

title, which would

be nice.
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Number of players on the
womens soccer team to
score against St. Vincent
College ia Saturday's 2
8--

The victory was

victory.

part of the Scots'

first-plac-

e

h at t!:e Marietta
Classic t'. ls past weekend,
where they went
C--

i:

2-- 0.

TW: There are a few more teams
coming in so it should be a little
more competitive but with ;our
ttjam depth this year we are defi
nitely looking for a repeat per
formance. It should be an exciting
race. Individually we are looking
for one and two. I won't accept
anything else.
MY: Answer at the same i'.
who is faster?

niiuti

i c aul i ly in unison,
pointing at one another) He is.

